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Meat is an important source of high-quality food proteins that are increasingly in demand in developing countries as their economies improve and become more stable. Developed countries also are anticipating an increased need for animal-sourced foods as modern-day consumers desire more convenience, more selection, and increased healthfulness from food. It is evident that meat from less traditional species will be necessary to supplement beef, pork, lamb, and poultry to meet the anticipated future demand for animal proteins.

Adverse climate and scarcity of natural resources (i.e., water and forages) in many parts of the world make production of conventional livestock a challenge. Therefore, many non-traditional species provide protein-rich food for human nutrition and contribute to a thriving agricultural economy and food security. In addition, meat and meat products from many non-traditional species are exported internationally. Nonetheless, these animals have received significantly less attention than conventional livestock.

Examples of ruminant production, by countries and main species
(adapted from Kalverkamp et al., 2014; reproduced under a Creative Commons License).
Non-traditional meat sources provide multiple options and choices for consumers. Some of the non-traditional meat sources are considered delicacies, while other meat sources have specialized production or environmental requirements. The amazing diversity among these animals is clearly evident in their size (from cavia in South America to water buffalo in Asia) and habitat (from camels in deserts of the Middle East to deer in Alaska and Scandinavia). Species like rabbit are efficient in conversion of feedstuffs into an edible product. Other non-traditional meats like camel, water buffalo, goats, kangaroo, and South American mammals are specifically adapted to harsh climates or specific environmental conditions. Species such as deer and bison could be raised in production schemes more similar to traditional livestock species and produce meat with a different composition and flavor than beef, pork, lamb, or poultry. On the other hand, selection of specific traits in animals has resulted in meat with specific desired palatability for production of Wagyu beef, highly prized for its tenderness and flavor.

In conclusion:
- Animal-sourced protein is needed and in high demand.
- Increasing demand for animal proteins in the 21st century, primarily fueled by an ever-growing human population and improving living standards, cannot be met solely by conventional livestock.
- Non-traditional animal-sourced foods become highly relevant to global food security.
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